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Old Turcoman Carpet, 153 Cm X 216 Cm, Wool On Wool, XIXth Century, Rare Type

Price : 1280 €

Period : 19th century
Condition : état bon, anciennes restaurations et usures
Material : Laine sur laine
Length: 216 cm - 7'1
Width : 153 cm - 5'

https://www.proantic.comdisplay.php?id=705877

Description

Dealer

Rare model of Turkoman carpet, originating in

Winstein

Central Asia, including unusual colors and a
particularly elaborate graphics.
This superb piece collected on site is in used

Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,
paintings, furniture
Tel : 0613360930

condition, used, in yurts, so it shows signs of
wear. Small reminder, rugs from the 19th century

Mobile : 0613360930

or early 20th century in perfect condition, that
does not exist, especially tribal rugs!

La Tour Rue des Remparts

Our model is adorned with guls, medallions,
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repetitive throughout the field. Note the
complexity and the width of the border, which
apart from the separating stripes, presents a
superb Greek, a border of large stylized flowers
with eight petals in golden colors of the most
beautiful effect.
To this is added a border of Kotchaks, stylized
ram&#39;s horns, running along a zig zag line,

symbol of eternity or water. Borders with S, run
along these borders, symbolizing God. The colors
of the whole remain uncommon for this type of
carpet.
We know five types of Turcoman carpets, the
TekkÃ©, Agkal, Yomoud, Gharawalle and
Nokkhalli, the complexity of the graphics and the
nuances make them for the old carpets, the
hardest to determine and to appraise, in the same
way as the Caucasus.
This rug is a superb collector&#39;s item, to keep
as it is or to restore. The wools used for these
rugs are those of Bactrian camels, goats, sheep,
but also yak when you get closer to Tartary.
Dimensions: Width: 153 cm (5 &#39;) x Length:
216 cm (7&#39;1 ")
This rug has been professionally and
environmentally cleaned.
FREE DELIVERY FOR FRANCE, insured
colissimo, delivery against signature, ditto for the
set of our rugs, large or small! FRANCE 0 â‚¬ /
EUROPE 35 â‚¬ / WORLD 60 â‚¬
For all inquiries, do not hesitate to contact me on
06 13 36 09 30 or on
winsteinprovence@gmail.com
www.winsteinprovence.com
COME AND VISIT US!

